Horizontal Advanced Poly-Bagger™

The size, shape or consistency of some products make them difficult to package with a traditional bagging machine. The T-1000 Horizontal and Wide Horizontal models are engineered for those purposes.

Our options allow you to either manually slide the product into the bag, or allow an infeed conveyor to do the work for you! After the product enters the bag, the bagger seals the bag and automatically discharges the package onto a takeaway conveyor. Simultaneously, the next bag is indexed into position, blown open and ready to receive the next product.

Some recent applications include ball caps, hard hats, clothing/uniforms, breads/baked goods, coiled rope/hosing/cable, gasket kits, towels/sheets and filters and kits with instructions.

Kitty uses an infeed conveyor to package plastic mats (left) and pita bread (right).

Debbie is packaging hard hats with an infeed conveyor.

Kyle is using a custom stainless steel loading shelf to package products in a medical clean room.

Bulky or lightweight products are difficult to package in a traditional, vertical bagger. Davida manually slides product (shirts, left; sponges, right) toward an open bag.